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1Introduction
.
The aim of this thesis is to attain a sound •valu-
ation of my sticism ^s seen through th .y«js of D~ -t .\
Inge and Rufus Jones. To attain a true appraisal of
•nys ticism a careful study of the writings of authorities,
in the field is needed. Then the first problem is to
determine vho 9 re authorities and what chair- cterist ici
s.re essential for one to justly evaluate uysticisn.
A. Qualifications of intelligent interoret srs
.
The two nen who arc- now giving tha oublic th® ?ao3t ideas
about mysticis-n in th;; forn of boo'ts and -rticles ere .vithout
much question filllafl Ralnh Inge, Dean of 3t. Paul's Cathe-
dral, and Rufus Matthew Jones, ^rofessor of Philosophy
Haverford College. These t/vo stuients of -nysticisn have
been held in High regard in this field for a quarter of a
century and .veil deserve this position of honor.

1. William Ralph Inge.
Inge is sometimes mystical, but never to any ex-
treme. This is illustrated in his "Co^f^ssio Fidei" } n
which he says, "it is onl occasionally that I Can pray
re is too
is irnnortant as a factor of personality in a crlt-.ir. of
blinded by
teo and ^erhaps
lever Gve"
difficult-' of attaining the mystical errpe^ienc ? and ~o Id
not appreciate the result of the experience as an< end in
itself totally apart from any social results.
2. Rufus Matthew »'ores.
3 La i bhe ou 1 ook o:
belonging to neither ex reme. That he is a mystic is
J- Outr-'O 1 -^' g| T ID.

ascertained by the most cursory review of his books.
That he is not an extreme or fanatical follower of the
mystical path is assured by a study of his sensible and
mundane criticisms of other radical mystics. The chief
debt for his sympathetic understanding and deep appre-
ciation of the mystical outlook is due undoubtedl:r to
his early Quaker upbringing. The Quaker disregard for
religious conventions, doctrines, and dogmas offers a
fertile field for original thought and novel methods of
approaching reality. This idea is embodied in the pass-
age defining the religion of a genuine 1 uaker as "a re-
ality of first-hand experience." 1 This capacity for
original thought about religion, in a mind untrammelled
by the prejudices which dominate the religious writings
of the majority of his contemporaries, added to his high
intelligence and kindly realization of the shortcomings
of human nature present a combination wonderfully adap-
ted to the study of mysticism.
B. Evaluation of psychology of mysticism.
The chief criticism of this choice of present-day
critics of mysticism comes from students of the psychol-
ogy of mysticism. Many books and articles have been
The C uaker s in the American Colonies, o. xvii.

published recently in this field, and those have received
more* attention than the books on the philosophy of mysti-
cism due to the '.videsoread Popularity of psychology, much
of '.vhich is extremely superficial. Ho-.vev r, an'. versa lity
of opinion Is never an adequate test of truth and a care-
ful study of both -oints of vie.v can alone det-.rmL is the
relative values of each.
1. Conscious , ex^rienoe not essence of nystical quest.
Inge advances the argument that the psychologist's
basic Principle is inconsistent v/ith the el a of the mys-
tic.
1 psychologist finds hia re In entirely in
what happens .vithin the 3tate of consciousness. The mys-
tic is so absorbed with his 3esrch for final absolute
*
truth that an understanding of his Dwn mental experiences
and the relation of theie to the experiences of :thers
take a very insignificant position in his realm of ends
and values. Then thejosychologi at of myst leism 5nd the
mystic have opposing points of view, on account of .vhich
arise many opportunities for nlsun oerstondieg.
2. Psychological study of group 3ilence.
Psychology can perhaps make its most fruitful contri-
* T he Philosophy of P lot inus , p. ix.

but ion to the study of group mysticism. A number of psy-
chologists have dealt with the matter of group silence
and its effects on the thought of an individual. The
problem of whether or not there is a group mind con-
trolling but entirely separate from the minds of the
individuals within the group has directed much real
thought and experiment toward the field of social psy-
chology. Even though no final laws c n be sated, the-
ories have been advanced; and certain truths seem proba-
ble. Jones finds that phases of the self are brought to
the surface in a period of unbroken silence which never
come into play at other times. ^ Such an environment
seems excellently fitted for mystical experiences which
are often more certain in the group than to solitary
persons. Without question this illustrates the necess-
ity of psychology in an adequate evaluation of mysticism.
3. Need 'for revised definition of mysticism.
Many students of psychology think they are working
in the field of myeticissi when actually they deal only
with a few pathological or at least somewhat abnormal
men -and' women who because of their psychological abnor-
mality, feel themselves endowed with supernatural reli-
3- The Quakers in the American Colonies, p. 243.
rx
c
--
gious powers." The experiences of most of these are recog-
nized by the ma or:t""" of osycbol ogists who have studied
what data ar?« available concerning them as purely subjec-
tive and therefore pathological. The results of such
study are necessarily only minor details in the. line of
evidence needed for a true interpretation of the Inter-
relations of mysticism with the various phases of our
very complex mode of living. This thought, used by Inge
in defining mysticism, cannot be discusred adequately
until a satisfactory definition of mysticism has been
formulated... Yet it must be contemplated before discrim-
inating between the psychologist and. the philosopher as
to which is the true interpreter of mysticism.
4. Obvious reality of experience.
The objective reality of the mystical experience
will be considered after a. definition of terms has been
made. For . the present the objective reality is assumed,
though Inge finds it sufficiently obvious to take for
granted and the main task of the student lies in deter-
mining where the line should fall which must separate
genuine mysticism from "diabolical imitations of it." f
^- The Philosophy of Plotinus , Vol . T] pi 1
.
dem, p. 2.

Josophical point of view of
ot lie v lunc
mysticism is philosophical; it rinds the purposes
of life more essential than the experiences rbl^n
^jjgj-^> vgyv msture can no vol* ba exactly des 6 bv
ace
not T'orce no
; at bot-
r.fusio 1" gnM vyt-ilteir th©re is s lc
nal Heart ' answering bach to us.
^pnn hp
]
1-
s o;
. Fundamental v- c - of ^ ife
,
o,
n
C-
71 c liinor 'Life
,
DD. lob— 139
ti vat ion of this
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Chapter I
Definition.
A. Difficulty in forming a definition.
For several reasons mysticism is a difficult term
to define. It is often used loosely in discussing matters
only slightly related, if at all, to what we shall here
define as genuine mysticism. As is the case with many
general abstract terms, here too we find that many who
use the term do not stop to define what they are talking
about; the reader then uses his own interpretation of the
term and in passing on the substance of what he has read,
he necessarily changes the meaning from v/hat the origina-
tor of the idea intended. This, though sufficient in
itself to cause- much confusion, is not the only cause of
difficulty. The term is often defined from such entirely
different viewpoints that any one definition may be inad-
equate. In other words, the reader cannot always ascertain
whether two definitions are compatible or not if they cover

different sohere2, h- ving both goners and dlf r.;r ntl-
chosen from planes vhlch cannot be collared to each other
or to any common "'l r;ne. Looseness of definition and
difference in point of view are two difficulties which
must be guarded against in choosing a 'satisfactory defi-
nition of mysticism.
B. Mysticism a normal experience.
One negative ".ha so of the definition which is
staunchly 3 3serted by both our critics Is that the
experience is' not abnormal. Jones ./rites that real
mysticism, is not more marked by hysteria than is
" love -making
,
enjoyment of music, devotion to altru-
istic causes, risking one's life for country or any
lofty experience of v. lue." Certainly such a state-
ment gives strong indication that its author -laces
mystics! experience on the s. me ^lnne with other common
value experiences .vhich are never thought of as abnormal.
In a much earlier writing he expresses the same thought
when he writes that limiting mysticism to abnormal and
pathological cases 'only is as unreasonable as "using the
^ Spiritual Energies in Dally Li f o , r> .145.
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word 'love' for pathological love alone." 1 In another
book v/hen describing the unusual and unquenchable force
with which many mystics push forward vorth while orob-
lems until practical solutions are attained, he writes,
"They have revealed serenity, sanity, and sou-id capacity
for leadership and cooperation with others. Auto-sugges-
tion and projection in the pathological sense do not
lead to such results. They lead to ineffectiveness and
futility." ^ if abnormality is defined as deviation from
the average, and mental abnormalities are usually thought
of in this way, his statement that "mystical experience
is much more common than is usually supposed" 3 rcust be
applicable. Yet he does admit some abnormalities, as
"some of the mystics of history have shown peculiar
traits of constitution," ^ However he limits this some-
what when he suggests on the page following this quota-
tion that v/hen psychologists use the word "auto-sugges-
tion" they are simply naming a process and whatever
value is applied to the term lies entirely in the mind
of the reader and no significant value is implied by the
word.
Inge has much the same idea though it is somewhat
•j; Studies in Mystical Religion, 18
f Fundamental Ends of life, p. 112.
g li-.ci-g the Trail of Life,'
p
. 1C.
^ew studies in Mystical Religion, p. 29,
r
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always insists that knowledge of reality demands no unique
entrance to our minds. The will and feelings, instructed
by the intellect, must he included in the understanding to
give, as a composite, the unity of personality required as
preparation for mystical experience. One may be endowed
with unusual powers in this direction, but this would mean
some higher endowment beyond mere mystical apprehension of
reality. Any esthetic taste is to some extent an endowment;
one could hardly expect mysMcism to be an exception. Inge
considered those people who are more highly endowed when he
described the mystical sense as "the power of feeling the
presence of God intensely and intimately." ^ Though he
admits and fully recognizes the close relation between rea-
son, imagination, or the moral will a"d mystical experience,
he still makes the strong assertion, "I believe absolutely
tha.t the mystical experience is a true, healthy, and normal,
experience." 2 ThiLs same idea occurs again and again in
his writings, e.g. the description of mysticism as "a spir-
itual philosophy, which demands the concurrent activity
of thought, will, and feeling." 5 Later on in the passage
from which the last statement was quoted, he writes that
although these factors are never separate when we find them
^ Religion and. Life, p. 5.
^ Lay Thoughts of a Dean
,
p. .':34.
5 Philosophy of Plotinus
,
Vol. I, p. ix.

embodied in personalities, in mysticism they are found
in closer unity and more strictly disciplined than in
) ^ other situations of human nature. In another connection
he definitely relates this mystical sense to the* highest
type of living: "The higher reason is that unification
of our personality which is the goal of our striving and
the postulate of all our rational life." 1 A final,
very concise statement of his view is: "it is the whole
personality, unified and harmonized under the leadership
of what the Stoics called the ruling faculty, that enters
the holy of hoies." 2
These direct quotations from the two authors combine
to give one impression: that mystical experience need not
be abnormal and in many cases is almost unquestionably
normal, genuine, and desirable.
C. Immediate conmiunion as definition.
In defining mystical experience the idea which recurs
most often is that it should be an immediate experience of
communion. This idea of communion underlies Jones' descri]
tion of an "overbrimming experience of contact fellowship
or even union with a larger Life which impinges on our own
life.*1 This definition contains the developing element
^
Personal Idealism and Mystic ism, n."~5\
j ?h J ore:; " of Flotinus. Vol. I. p. 5.
:Tcv/ Studies in ; : • ' " ylon, p. 36.
(t
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-
which is essential to the experience. At the same time
the climactic structure portrays the difference between
the layman's and the genius's experience. The interplay
between these conceptions gives truer meaning to the word
"communion." Another element, that of giving and receiv-
ing or of mutual effect, is found in '"real, direct contact
and commerce," which he later qualifies by insisting that
conviction of God's presence is implied. The union factor
only indirectly includes the others in the c notation,
"true union of God and man in a personal life." " Another
quotation, "in communion or even in union" ^ suggests com-
munion as a lower but always approaching form with union
as the limit or goal of development. Inge's definition of
mysticism as "the claim that the human spirit can enter
into immediate communion with superhuman spirit" * con-
tains the same basic thought as the others from -Jones.
In another volume he writes of the mystical quest as "the
journey of the soul, by an inner ascent, to immediate
knowledge of God and communion with Him." ^
A definition which lays more stress on the personal
identity of the mystic and less on the reciprocal or mu-
, tual phase of the experience, yet is in the main of the
same category as these others is Jones' thought of
~ Spiritual Energies in Daily life, p. 136
.
£ S tud i e s in irr s t i caI R e 1 i gion , p . 57
.
3-Splr l Lual neiormer s in the 16tjT & 17th Centuries n xi*
* i^ay inougnts of Dean, n n. 7-,~. : ±5S' p *
" mijosoeh:, ofJ_Plotinus7" Vol. I, p. ix.
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"immedi&te awareness of relation with God or direct and
intimate consciousness of the Divine Pr sence." ' In one
sense a new factor is introduced, "but such a definition
might well be criticized for excluding reciprocity and
placing too much emphasis on personal feeling. A def-
inition of the same order, but too general for a philo-
sophical discussion is that mysticism "means that the
soul of man las dealings with realities of a different
order from that with which the senses deal."
D. Other definitions,
Inge gives one definition " from an entirely different
standpoint. The two might be correlated by one who con-
ceives the higher Spirit of the universe in terms of time
or by one- who believes in an Absolute, because an Absolute
necessarily has infinite time as an attribute. Mysticism
to him is "the attempt to realize, in thought and feeling,
the immanence of the temporal in the eternal, and of the
eternal in the temporal."
In another instance he departs from the more tradi-
tional conception of mysticism to define it in terms of
value. One is really experiencing mysticism in relating
the real values of life to each other and to the world as
Studies in Mystical Religion
,
p . xv,
2 New studies in Mystics! Religion, p. 25
* Qhr j j t :" an My s t i c i sr."
,
p . 1.
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one finds it. This occurs when one recognises the holy
in the good, the true, and the beautiful and is convinced
that these are "the attributes of a suprcmundane Power."
All these definitions can be united if one's con-
ception of the ultimate Force behind this world is broad
enough, for then mysticism is real communion with this
supreme Being. This vould seem to be the meaning that
Inge and Jones find to be the bert, and will thus be ace-
qu- te as a definition used in the following pages.

Chapter II
Preparation.
A. Agreement on essentials of the prepar tion.
As soon as a satisfactory definition of mysticism
has been found, the question arises as to how the mys-
tical experience can best be prepared for. If a mysti-
cal experience is des:*red what must one do, wha-t actions
should be stressed, wh t activities should be eliminated,
for what must one strive, to hasten the occurrence of an
experience which is genuinely mystical? These Questions
seem to be answered in much the same way by all whose
testimony we have. Some mystics emphasize points which
others find minor, but in general the same essentials
are agreed upon. One sentence of Inge's which is good
corroborationr for this follows: "if is the unanimous
testimony of these favoured spirits that the obstacles
in the way of realizing this transcendental world are
purely subjective and to a large extent removable by the
appropriate training and discipline . " ^
1
Outspoken Essovs, Vol. I, p. 231
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B. Universality of the experience
.
?4 The next question to "rise is whether or not all
people can attain comrr.union. Can the desired goal be
reached by all who struggle through the various parts of
the preparation? Inge writes, ''Soir.e cannot achieve
mystical experience, for they are not religiously en-
dov/ed." Jones feels certain that some people have
such limitations in their own personalities that they
will never be able to attain true mystical experiences.
The mystic feels that those who cannot be mystical have
on account of their lack in this direction a serious
drawback. Some people interested in mysticism have tried
to claim that the testimony of religious geniuses is
sufficient to prove for all time the reality of God. To
these people Jones might answer: "No subjective experi-
ence, however m re • tous and significant it ma3r be for
the person who has it can settle for everybody else the
question: Is there in the universe a God who is personal
and all -loving?" 2
Such facts seem discouraging to those who feel that
probably they are included in the class of non-mystics
.
One statement from each author has particular application
The Church in the ..or Id, p. 197
Studies in Lystio:.! Religion, p.- xxix.
r t
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*
here. The first is from Jones: "Mystical experience
is much more common than is usually supposed," 1his
limits the group of non-mystics by widening the defi-
nition of the mystic beyond the group who have the su-
preme experiences of union and beyond those who belong
to the superlative, genius group. Anyone who has a gen-
uine value experience is actually becoming a little bet-
ter fitted to correlate all values and to know their
place in ultimate reality a little more clearly than he
did before. The second is from Inge: "But do we know of
any who have come away empty-handed?" This was written
in regard to the great reward for which all mystics seek
and toward which they strive no matter what obstacle seems
to block their path. There seems to be reward for all who
attempt the mystic path even though the goal is not reached.
In fact Jones feels that all true living is mystical. He
says that "no one can be a person in the full meaning of
the word and not partake of God. . "
*
C. Essentials of the preparation.
Many of the essentials of preparation for mystical
experience are of sufficient importance to be considered
individually. They might be grouped as many authors do
p Finding the Trail of life, p. 1C.
t Outspoken Essays, Vol. II, p. 15.
"
'~
e
'"
"' -' : ' ''^ ~
T
-
!
'"
-
•
n
-
- ' "V"' G -" ! , Hi
"
:
'
•
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group them, or they night be considered as separate items.
Even though they are thought of as separate items, they
must again be reunited to consider the entire preparation
as a unit in itself. This unification ocr-urs in one of
Inge's writings, yet every essential of the preparation
underlies the words he chose: "There are three avenues to
the knowledge of God
—
purposive action, reasoning thought,
and loving affection." ^ Purposive action includes acti-
vity directed by the diligent search in the course of time:
reasoning thought requires intellectual capacity and in-
tense concentration and is a form of raec itation; loving
affection includes otherworldliness and belief in objecti-
vity; discipline and ascetisism, difficulty and develop-
ment are all results of the interaction of these three
avenues by which the mystic seeks God. Nov;, each of these
must be considered in greater detail.
1. Great difficulty.
The great difficulty of preparation for mystical ex-
perience has been stressed by all who study in this field.
If the prepa.ra. tion is very difficult and there is a chance
that the goal will never be reached, many people wonder
why the mystic \ ill persist along the p^th. Jones answers,
1
Personal Idealism ann L js ticis;-, p. 6
.
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"It is impossible to walk any path of consecration with-
out experiencing the agony and tragedy of defeat, post-
ponement, and mi s"under standing. But, even so, dedica-
tion to a cause is on the whole a way of joy." : Many
phrases and short sentences from Inge also are indica-
tive of the great difficulty involved. "The realization
of God's presence is always fitful and difficult. c
"The practice of the presence of God may involve many
hours of hard work." "The spurious mystic craves for
short cuts to communion with God; he thinks he has
reached the end of his journey when he has hardly begun
it." * The mystic must"climb a mountain which, as all
who have climbed it testify, is long
,
steep, and diffi-
cult." ° "The pearl of great price is, not so easily
found." 6 "Religion was not me nt to be an anodyne."
These statements are very different, one from another,
and cover quite a range of books, but all have the same
thought in the background- -the mystic's way is a diffi-
cult way. "Something at the very her^rt and center of
the mystical life which calls for and demands self-
Pdenial and severe discipline makes the way hard.
The difficulty might also be due in part to the breadth
i
The New Quest , o 50.
~ Perronol Idealism and L "sticism, p . 27
.
Personal Religion and the Life of Devotion, p. 32.
^
Religion and. Life, p. 19
I The Church" 3 r, the '..or Id, p. 197.
Outspoken Assays, Vol. I I
,
p. 15.
^ Religion and Life, p. 20
.
6 New Studies in Mystical Religion
^ p. 71
r
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of mysticism. Jones writes, Religion drav/s upon the
whole nature and all the resources of man's complete
* life." 1
2. Gradual development.
The life of the mystic is clearly an evolution
from ordinary human living to" the supreme living in com-
munion with the spirit of the universe. Definite marked
changes occur, "but on the whole the conversion is gradu-
al and follows directly the changes in preparation which
have been instituted. Inge writes of three stages in the
life of a mystic; the purgative life, the illumina-
o
tive life, and the unitive life. Again he calls these
three steps part of "the drama of the mystic's spiritu-
al ascent." * Jones does not name such definite steps
as these, although this idea seems wholly consistent
with his writings.
3. Discipline and asceticism.
The general public and man?/- students of mysticism
associate suffering and martyrdom with mysticism as if
the two were wholly interdependent and inseparable.
m » , :
~~ l'iew Studies in Mystical Religion, p . 71
^ Chr i s t i an Uys t i c i sm , p p. 9-10.
I" ith and Its Psychology, p. 55.
cI
Jones f< els that this emphasis on suffering is directly
due to the distorted perspective, common among Christians,
of the life of Christ, the imitation of which is common
among mystics. The mystic "does not crucify himself, as
though suffering were good in itself. Ee does not sup-
pose that bludgeonings will win him merit. Ee is simply
going a way of life v/hich involves discipline, endurance,,
control." ' On the other hand he writes, "This tendency
of man to make himself uncomfortable for reli ious and
moral ends is what we mean by asceticism. According
to this, sacrifice for love or elimination of desires
which could conflict with establishing a central ideal
are not forms of asceticism. Inge writes of the spiri-
tual life, which is of such a nature that it cannot be
described to any who do not live it, which "demands of
us a strict moral discipline as well as intellectual
capacity for learning." y Such a statement shows the
depth of spiritual living v/hich is possible, the utter
absurdity which a criticism of religion can show if it
comes from one who has never experienced the real reli-
gious life, and the genuine uniqueness of mystical pre-
paration for each individual. In another passage be
stresses the snme thought a little more concretely,
:'"
"_.t wc. / .- ; r^"
7
~ ". :'
,
-.- LC .
'
„ Idem, p. 58.
"° Philosophy of Plctinus, "o. ix.
I
though still in the abstract: "To purify the eyes of
the understanding by constant discipline, to detach our-
selves from hampering worldly or fleshly desires, to
accustom ourselves to ascend in heart and mind to the
kingdom of the eternal values which are the thoughts and
purposes of God— this is the quest of the mystic
and the scheme of his progress through his earthly life."
In another passage T, e requires first the performing, ac-
cording to the dictates of conscience, one's duties to
society and then personal purification from worldly and
p
carnal desires. The essence of his thought -does not
make extreme asceticism reauisite, but civic and social
virtues may, as Plotinus suggests ° be useful in teach-
ing that order and limitation are characteristic of the
Divine.
4. Intellectual capacity and aptitude.
Intellectual capacity and aptitude are as necessary
for the highest type of mystical experience as are disci-
pline or love. With regard to this factor of preparation
Inge wrote that mystical living is often characterized
by profound, thoi ght . Jones •.'rote in a more abstract
fashion: "-"-ll excellence is difficult" and "The highest
Outspoken ' assays, Vol. II, 14
.
~ Outspoken Assays, Vol. I, p. 231.
^ Christian Mys tic ism, p. ] .
Faith and Its ^"s ycho lb , p . 55
.
/\
life is sure to call for all that a man hath." ~ He
became more concrete however when he wrote about some
constructive mystics: "They have revealed a peculiar
aptitude for correspondence with the Beyond that is
within, and they have exhibited a genius for living by
the inner conviction of God. These quotations seem
to combine to definitely limit the universality of the
experience, which is granted to a' limited extent by both
authors. Neither author wished to create this impression,
Inge finds the mystical power present in all, but few use
"the amor intellectualis Lei which draws us upward, and
not merely a susceptibility to. passionate or rapturous
emotion." In a similar vein Jones wrote, "The reli-
gious capacity is something belonging to the fundamental
nature of the soul which is set into characteristic ac-
tivity by those exalted situations and occasions that
let the Divine break into consciousness. This may very
I
well be the b:.s5s of what is called mystic-1 religion.
5. Deliberation.
Intense concentration and meditation are portions
of the preparation which directly depend on intellectual
capacity. Jones' description of St, Paul's preparation
^
" New Studies in ICystical Religion, pp. .72-5
€ The Inner Life, n. ISC
.
a. _ £ i
^
Philosophy of .'"lctinus, Vol, I, p . Ix
.
Ne v S tud 1 e s in Ly s 1 1 c a 1 g
1
\
gion, p , 33
«
for his great experience contains the building up to a
cliraa;: of meditation which so often occurs in such an
experience. "He v/ished to meditate alone and find his
hearing... as he meditated and studied and listened, he
began to see... that also took years of thought before he
understood it, but here in the quiet of the mountains,
he began to s^e...In the stillness his spirit was gather-
ing power and his coul was growing richer..." 1 Inge
vrites that "the ystical st*te always follows intense
mental concentration, and is not confined to religious
contemplation. Poets and musicians have described simi-
lar "experi ences ." 2 A little earlier in the same passage,
"The 'method of abstraction', or *via negativa, which is
often blamed as a progressive emptying of the personality,
ending in a blank trance, is really only intense concen-
tration on what are believed to be the essentials of the
quest." 2 Such passages from both authors rust at least
indicate that con centration is an important factor in the
preparation for mystical experiences. Jones udvises 3
that practise in the art of silent meditation begin in
early childhoou, even before any understanding cf its
significance is possible.
st. p.-,n i v^* Hero. . " ' " ~~"
~
2 ?hilOZO^rL -j
l
^f^l^T^, ?Cl, II, ?. IC
"J New Studios in Lrys t ical Religion
, pp. 104-5
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6. Belief in obje -.tivity.
The Quaker sect derives its impetus from its initial
faith. In other words the belief of the Quaker that
mystical experience is an objective reality which can be
attained by all who prepare themselves is of itself a
portion of the preparation. Without this prior belief
the whole Quaker meeting would be useless and meaning-
less. To the Quaker, religion is genuine first-hand ex-
perience in which the voice of God speaks to man. The
importance of direct intercourse with Goo. clotted out
forms, doctrines, and creeds, until they were no longer
of value. Jones writes, "The most important feature of
•the meeting' was the powerful sense of reality which
pervaded It— the peculiar conviction which possessed the
members of the grou^;. tti*t they had found God. ..It as
this assurance of reality, thi xalting < xperlence. ,
which more than anything else propagated primitive ^u-
akerism." Inge '.rites very concisely about this same
point, "If the mystle v;«re not co vi-,ccd that uhe heaven
of his desire exists objectively and independently of
o
himself, he would at once eouse to be a mystic." ^
1
The ^ero InW^Trlo n Colonies
,
p. 159.
The Church in the V.orld, p« 45
r
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7. Othe -worldliness
.
W Othe^worldliness is usually enumerated among the
factors making up preparation for mystical experience.
As a reason for this, Jones suggests th^t - "the mystic
found the one thing that absorbs his soul: it is God,
and with his eye focused on that end, he refuses to he
"swerved from his quest by the multitudinous appeals of
side issues." ^ In the discussion concerning disci-
pline, Inge Indicates that cleansing the personal de-
sires, which is really otherworldliness , is an .impor-
p
tant portion of discipline.
8. Diligence.
The entire prepar^ tion for mystical experience
might be called a search for the final meaning of
things. The whole appeal of mysticism comes v/ith the
hope of finding the key which can- turn chaos into
cosmos --••hich can ^_ive true meaning to the confusion
that this world presents to our minds. --ith perhaps
this same thought in mind Jones wrote that pseuclo-
Dionysisus "taught very dark ages th.it the one thing
Y/orth seeking with the entire being is God. ° Inge
l
New Studies in I.'iysticc.l Religion, d . 8 1 .
Outspoken Assays, Vol. I. p. 251 and. Vol. 17, p. 15.
5 Studies in rustical - i , ic." , d. lT2.
r
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v/rote similarly that the truths of the invisible world
-re revealed to him who diligently seeks for them.
9. , Activity.
auic':lv dispelled as soon as acquaintance with the lives
oe on] e charac ber
:
n 11T. " 3 Similarinactive contemplation oniy is a idi.u.i JABJ-i
i
one
'
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different context.
.
The final essential in preparation 1 is time. The old
adage, "Rome was not built in a day" applies here as well
as in all worth while activities. A quotation from Inge
is particularly applicable. "it is quite natural and
inevitable that if we spend sixteen hours daily of our
and about five minutes in thinking about God and. our souls,
this world will seem about two hundred times more real to
us than . God and. our ' souls. -^h^t ra^st be so, however real
and important the spiritual world may actually be." The
time deeded for preparation does not mean that any experi-
ence which comes sudd^nlv i s non—mvs hi cal * in fact one of
pthe greatest of mystical experiences
,
* that of St. Paul
is described as a new experience which came suddenly. In
the same discussion in the following pages there is des-
cribed the certainty with hich Paul had expected to con-
vince all people and the disappointment and_ further pre-
paration vhich followed. T]nen what seemed at first to
be an exception to the general principle was in actuality
but a splendid illustration of it.
afi •
.p Religion and Life , r>r>. 4-5.
'
" St. Paul the Hero , . 34
.
(
Then the students of mysticism agree "rather closely
on what characteristics are essential as preparation for
mystical experience. These essentials ire of value to tho
who will not reach the goal. The next question to arise
is: what is the nture of the goal? Or, what is com-
munion between human and divine?
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Chapter III
Experience.
A. Inex fableness
.
Mystical experience is as incapable of exact descrip-
tion as is one's feeling in appreciation of a beautiful
object. Books might be written "bout either, but to
tell enough to define the experience of either is impos-
sible. This has always been a difficulty in writing of
mysticism, its most important phase cannot be reduced to
words. Jones wrote that in the case of mystical exper-
ience "the whole being, heart, will, and mind, are being
expanded and satisfied, even though language cannot for-
mulate what is being explained." *< Inge wrote that "the
vision cannot be described." The reason for its inef-
fableness together with an a.ttemot at description is found
in Inge's Idea, ""e have In the mystic-. 1 state an exper-*
ience of formless intuition." * Far easier to understand,
though of correspondingly less fact value, is: "The mystic
always finds it difficult, if not impossible, to describe
- Studies in Lystical Religion, p. 11"?..
% Personal Religion anc" the life or ^evotio^, p . 29
.
Philosophy of Plotinus, Vol. II, n. ix.
«
what he has seen and felt." - A reasonable explanation
coir.es on the following page: "it came to him without
words and images, more impalpable than the impression of
a sunset. • If he wishes to make it available for other
people, he must reconstruct and interpret and translate
as it were, into another language*"
1. Absolute nnity unimaginable
.
One reason why mistical experience is necessarily
ineffable is that it is an experience of absolute unity,
but abso ute u^ity, along with other qualities of infi-
nite magnitude, cannot be imagined by the finite mind.
This thought does not seem important for Jones, or he
would mention it nore specifically than he does. Inge
writes that the absolute nnity Vebind the unity of Spi-
rit and the Spiritual V.orld "is be7fond knowledge and
existence, and is revealed only in the mystical experi-
ence." ^ v.hen the sub iect-matter of the consciousness
is itself beyond imagination, it is not unreasonable
to expect that words cannot be found for description.
2. Social Influence.
I \
'Mk All forms of thought and feel ; ng of any person are
^
Lay Thought s~~of a Dean, p. 5547 :
Philosophy of Plotinu s , Vol. II, p. lx
.
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de pendent on, or at least somewhat related to, the opin-
ions of his contemporaries. Mysticism is no exception
to this general psychological law. A rather close cor-
relation is found between what the group learns of the
mystical experiences of an individual and the group's
own ideas about the subject. In connection with this
fact Jones wrote', "There are no experiences of any sort
which are independent of preformed expect a tions or un-
affected by the prevailing beliefs of the time ... Mysti-
cal experiences #111 be, perforce saturated with the
dominant ideas of the group to which the mystic belongs
and they will reflect the expectations of that group and
that period." He went on to justify a reinterpretation
of personal ideas in terms of group ideas as the only rea-
sonable path. Yet this idea is somewhat qualified by:
"'The mystic cannot -escribe his object by the categories
of common speech nor can he get the corroborative testi-
mony of other spectators. The element of illusion
which underlies this is discussed later. Inge expresses
the- same idea in writing that "a religion, as believed
and practiced, cannot be far in advance of the mental and
moral capacity of its adherents." ~ He uses almost the
same words when he says, "No religion, as practiced, can
^ Studies in Mystical ReTigion~ ~. xxxi v
g New Studies In Mystic- 1 Reli^un , pp. 19-2 C
.
Platonic Tradition in -^n glish Hej 1 gious -j-j'. ought
, p. 14.
*
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be far ahead of the current ideas and habits of the time."
>"* B. Universality.
It is a common belief that mysticism is rarely found
and where found has no grounds to prove its objectivity.
This idea is merely a development of the thought that
mystics are abnormal people undergoing strange and irra-
tional experiences. That mystical experience is universal
is shown by its objectivity, its natural source in human nature
and the conviction and certainty felt by all who have it.
1. Objectivity.
In direct opposition to this notion are findings by
students of mysticism. Inge writes, "There is an extra-
ordinary similarity in the ritings of all mystics, even
when they belong to different ages, countries, and reli-
gions." ^ £ little- later on he said, "The evidence ... is
extraordinarily unanimous and impressive." 3 Many people
feel that mysticism is not objective because it is so
personal. Others take the opposite point of view, which
is exactly as logical. Mystical' experience requires, as
has already been mentioned, belief in a real, ultimate
God. This phase of the experience is as apart from the
self as the other ohase is a portion of the self. The
group of people who take this latter point of view consider
j~ Labels and Libels " ~. El
2 Lay Thoughts oTT Tean , o. 324.
^ I em" p~. 335
.

/it an argument for the objec ti vity. Inge does not find
this valid, and so writes, "No, the apparent externality
of a revelation is no warrant of its divine character,
or of its value. In proportion as a truth is external,
it is eith'.r not revealed, or not spiritual." * Jones
finds his chief disagreement with those who use psycho-
logical method to disprove the objective validity of the
experience. Ke finds that these people usually wrongly
define mysticism and because all their arguments are
based on their definition they ere not necessarily true
for a better definition. 5;o long asU: ys ticism remains
pure fueling, unrelated to other things and uninterpreted,
it cannot be objective. his final conclusion suggests
how far such an argument can be acceptable. "The same
psychological method applied to any form of sense experi-
ence In the same limited way would equally deprive i_fc of
objective validity." ^ In the next few pages he shows
th°t men who have studied into the theor7/" of values
longest and most intelligently usually can justify the
standpoint that "the central v--. lues of human life carry
objective reference, at l^ast as certainly as do our •
perceptions of external objects." ° Jones will admit that
some "fashions" exist in regard to some portions of
Personal Idealism nnc V~~s theism, D . 5
2 Hew Studies in l.yst? cal Relr'jion, p . 10
.
5 Idem" 15.
(
II 1
mystical experience, but he insists that "there are
certain persistent habits and fundamental traits which
characterize the experience in all times and in all land;
One final summarizing quotation from Inge 'hich contains
the essence of all the material about the objectivity of
mysticism follows: "The literature of mysticism is
strangely independent of time, country, and creed.
2. Genuine part of human nature.
All this close agreement among all the mystics
carries with it a further thou ht that mysticism must be
identical with, or at least be very closely associated
with, some true portion of human nature. Only when
principles are virtually connected frith our own nature
are they found universally. Inge traces the close agree-
ment among the mystics back to a cause in the -foundation
of mysticism in human nature itself, f Jones writes, "There
is, too, the powerful testimony of inward peace which many
a soul knows, even though no special claim of mystical
experience is mad-." ^
5. Conviction and certainty.
One other indication of the universality of mysticism*
^ >le- Studies in Mystical Religion , o. 154.
£ Labels and Libels, "o. 23.
^
Philosophy of Ploti^ns
,
Vol. I, d. ix.
4 Mew Studies in I.jystical iieu Oion , p . A 6
.
r
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is the conviction and certainty always felt by mystics
and seldom to as great a degree,, by any other group.
Inge finds that the proof and justification of mysti-
cism lies "in the increasing clearness and certainty
with -hich the truths of the invisible world are re-
vealed." ^ Jones writes, "The. mystic is sure that he
has found what he has been seeking— as sure as the
climber is that he has reached his peak." Later on
Jones compares the certainty of mysticsl experience
with that of our senscs--which is seldom questioned
except by those very philosophers who are more certain
of the former then of the latter. "There is freauently,
.--usually, I think I may say--a feeling of objective
presence, a sense of reality, almost, or quite, on a
par with- what goes with the perceptions of our particu-
lar senses. The hesitation noticed in such a ststement
is due, I think, not to a lcck of certainty of
mystical experience, but rather to a full appreciation
of the depth of thought on the oth^r sice of the problem.
Later on he suggested another point, "The mystic himself
is so overwhelmingly convinced. . that he cires very
little for proof and demonstration. " ^ Then the person
2f best fitted to nrove the r ality does not even realize
~\ Outspoken Ess ys, Vol. TT~, ~ t"4.
^ Hew Studies in Lystical Keli^j;;' , o. 1'" .
g Idem, p. 43
Irem, p.
r
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that a proof is needed and thus is not forced to find the
reason and translate it for the understanding of the non-
mystic .
C. Elements of the experience.
Mystical experience is then of such" a nature that it
cannot he described, even though its objectivity may be
shown by its universality. However, some of the elements
of the experience which are essential may be discerned
and discussed individually. Then something may be learned
by studying the unification of these elements and noticing
the effect of eliminating non-essentials.
1. Intellectual element.
One of the first and most important characteristics
of this ineffable but universal experience is its intel-
lectual element. Knowledge is necessary as preparation
for, participation is, and interpretation of mystical
experience. In riting of St. Paul, Jones says "He needed
to knov- more... He saw what nobody can see with ordinary
eves... He understood the mystieries of life in a new Y,ray.
Inge thinks that if the mystic did not believe that "the
quest to which he is -ommitted involves the consecration
rt:
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* of the intellectual faculties no less than of the wills
and affections, he could not believe, as he does, that
•only the unified persona lit?/ can come into touch with
the Godhead. " 1
2. Otherworlcliness
.
Mystics usually describe the background of their
experiences as of another world. Jones describes St.
Paul's experience as if away from ordinary earthly
existence: "He was suddenly 'caught up' into a higher
«
world... It seemed for a moment as though he has lost
his body and found his soul, as though he had leaped
across "the space of the un^ve-se and had come to God's
dwelling place and everything lay plain and clear before
him." f. Inge writes of ascending :l in heart and mind to
the kingdom of the eternal values, which are the thoughts
and purposes of God." 3 This language may be entirely
allegorical or symbolic^, l, but underlying whatever parti-
cular ords may be used is the basic characteristic of
otherworlcliness or something higher than what we h-.ve
in our ordinary everyday living on this earth. Yet Jones
warns against expanding this idea so far that the inner
self is no longer included. He writes, "The moment re
1 The Church in the ..orlc , o. 43.
jj
St. Paul the Hero , on S3 -4
^ jew Studies in Mystical Keligion, o. 195.
r
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realize clearly that God... is Spirit... our religion leases
to be othervorlc ly in the ancient sense, and is. primarily
concerned with the opening out of our own inner selves to
the divine influences of the Spirit that environs our
central being*," ^
3. Illusion.
Mystical experience has been shown to be, of itself,
ineffable. ffiyntics want to communicate the results of
their experiences to others and so create .on interpreta-
tion which sterns plausible and as consistent with what
they have experienced as they c - n make 'it. This creation
of their own minds is just as subject to error as any
man-made proposition which cannot be fully tested in any
elementary experiment. Necessarily as the experiments
become more complete, more inconsistencies arise. This
idea is mentioned by Inge, who concludes: "In this
sense it is permissible to say that illusion has played
an important part in the history of religious belief. ! '
Bq another book Inge wrote that mystical union, the
oneness of God and the mystic, involves illusion.
"There is and :ust be an element of illusion in the
vision: the mind which thinjcs that it contemplates the
One really visualizes symbols of the unlimited." ° The
^ Hew Studies in j'.iys t j c _ 3 :?cl
'
c
;io r', r '~ . 1 ° 5 . "
~~
^
Personal I^eolism and Ly s ti
c
i sm , n. 87.
Philosophy of Plot!nu s
,
'! o 1 . IT, p . j x
.

relation of what is remembered of an event to what ac-
tually happened :i s involved in another of Inge's wri-
tings, jjfe do not remember what really happened, but
we think over an i' ea which the occurrence -nd our
perceptions of it and reactions to it have placed in our
minds. This sterns to be what he referred to when he
wrote, "Remembered revelation always tends to clothe
itself in mythical or symbolic form. " Another reason
for the ineffableness of mystical experience is added by
the thought: "It carne to him without words and images,
more impalpable than the impression of a sunset. If he
wishes to make it available for other people, he must
reconstruct and interpret and translate, as it were, into
another language." ^ Although illusion is not so much
stressed by Jones as by Inge, there is no question but
that the latter considers it well worthy of mention as
characteristic of mysticism.
4. Subjectivity.
No matter hov f • r-reaching may be the effects, mys-
tical experience itself is in^er and personal. Inge
finds "an intense inner life," to be characteristic of
mysticism, for all the experiences of a mystic are lived
^
Outspoken Essays, Vol. II, o. 15 "!
\ Lay Thoughts of a Dean, p. • r 5
.

1"within the mind a c not on the stage of history." 1
One definition of mysticism used by Jones adds to the
usual idea of union the necessity that mysticism be
''characterized by a personal experien ce through which
the ordinar:/ limitations of life and the passionate
pursuits of the so 1 are transcended." ~ The fact that
the experience must be personal, though implied in all
definitions, Is usually not so concisely stated as in
this last quotation. Inge finds the experience "too
intimate, and in a sense too formless, to be imparted
to others." * Such a quotation relates the ineffable-
ness, the illusion, and the personal element in such a
way that the difficulty of determining what mysticism
really is greatly clarified by the compbsite of these
notions. Yet Inge makes it clear that the experience ' s
not pure fueling in bis statement: nihere is ne such thing
as pure feeling, in which the will and intellect have
no part . " 4 ,
5. Unity.
The ease vith which one characteristic points to •
another and the interrelations of all the characteristics
suggests an underlying unity. The soul of the mystic is,
p Faith ?no. Its Psychology , n. KrT.
Spiritual Reformers in the loU, oz 17th Centuries, pxix.
^ Outspoken '-.ss^'s, Vol. TT ,o 14.
Religion anc Life,' b. 19
rr
according to Inge the., source of this, for the soul as a
unit becomes spirit and acts in any mystical experience.
Much as the self in otr* everyday life is tfae ~<- y-?_'"j. sujlt,
so is the soul in the mystical life. The unit* r is so
essential to the experience that Inge defines mysticism •
as "that tendency in thought and feeling which always -
strives- to see unity ~n difference, the one in the many." ^
6. lie static element unessential.
The definition of niys ti cism v'hich Ince and Jones have
chosen would be criticized by many for la rtk of emohasis on
mental experiences. Many quotations could be found in the
works of either author discussing the comparative unim-
portance of the psychical element as contrasted with the
aims of the mystic already discussed. Jones wrote, "For
the essentiav* of mysticism we do not need to insist upon
a certain 'sacred' mystic way, nor upon ecstasy, nor upon
.any peculiar type of rare ps7rchic upheavals." ° Inge
writes, "The overemphasis on -"emoti nal states leads to
the v-.rong kind of mysticism and "Emotional, even hyster-
ical religion is emphatically not what we wish to encou-
rage." * In a little more detail" he writes, "The psychi-
cal experiences vtfiich are often sup osed to distinguish
^
Outspoken as s ays, Vol. II
,
n . 14.
2 The Theology of the Fourtn liaspel, o. 259
Spiritual Energies in Daily Life, d. 1.37.
Religion and Life, n. 19.
c
it are really a subsidiary and not indispensable part of
the mystical quest." ^ Such quotations as those leave
no .doubt in the reader's mind but that psychical exper-
iences are at lea.^t of m^ror importance as the charac-
teristics of mysticism.
7. Beyond time and space.
Though not emphasized by Jones, a reality be:rond
time and space is suggested by Inge, as the "final slut-
plicity and unity." c He would uohold h ; s view by an
analogy with much other of our higher life. His argument
can of course be as weak as the analogical method of
reasoning, yet if that is the only method of thought
which is applicable, it must be acceptable until some-
thing better can be found. In addition to finding time
and space not ultimately real, he also finds that person-
ality in the mystical experience is not a fixed concept,
for "the mystical experience seems to those who hav° it
to transport them out of time and place and separate
individuality." * Jones does describe the result of mys-
tical experience as "an expansion which, as in the case
of the highest aesthetic experiences, .takes the soul out
into a world which 'never was on r-ea or lard' and which.
nevertheless, for the moment seems the only world. .1 4
3 :
^
Philosophy of P]otinus, Vol. I, d. ix.
^he Church in the ". ,orlc , o. 199.
° lay Thoughts of a Dean
,
d. .: • b
* The Inner Life, p. 18! .

D. Fruits of mystic ism.
V.ithout any doubt an experience which is intellec-
tual, yet otherworldl intimate
,
formless
,
yet not dependent on time and space forms or psychical
experiences; containing a "basic illusio
,
yet remain-
day happening. As might he expected such an event
incurs unusual happenings: the life of the mystic is
changed both inwardly and outwardly and new knowledge
is obt fined.
1. No new fact -knowledge
.
Jones writes, "The most striking effect of such
experience is not nev/ fact knowledge, not new items of
empirical information, but new moral energy, heightened
conviction, increased caloric quality, enlarged spiri-
tual vision, an unusual radiant power of life." 1 In
writing of St. Paul ** Jones gives an illustration of
the general principle that mystics are radical in ac-
cepting new ideas. Later in the same book he writes of
the mystic as omniscient. In regard to fact knowledge
he -rites, " e must not ask religion to furnish us with
ready-made answers to our intellectual problems. They
Spiritual Energies in Daily Life, p. 155.
St. Faul the Her o, p. 84
ing unified, is not what we think of as )mmon every
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are to be solved only by the mind that has raised them.
We must not expect religion to give bock-door secret
information about the future of the soul. We must take
religion for what it intrinsically is, a way of corres-
pondence with God, a source of spiritual energy, a spring
of joy, a burst of inspiration, an organizing power, the
begetter of undying love. : ' Yet in what s ems. to be the
contradiction of this, he writes, "The God of our ouest
#
is -ore than a vague Beyond. . .Ke is a God of (Concrete
character.- He is revealed wherever higher and more
ideal forms of life are conquering and supclanting the
lower ones. Yet two pages later we find a hint as
to the answer when he compares trying to p^ove the exis-
tence of Spirit to the certainty of atoms; the analogy
is based on the absence of sense experience--neither can
be seen... The entire argument discussed under the in f-
fableness of mystical experience follows this. Then
what seems to the subject to be fact -knowledge is merely
experience available to others indirectly through its
effects on personal life and character. A single brief
quotation from Inge is sufficient to show that his idea
is similar to Jones'. "No names can be given Him and
^ no statements made about Him."
p New Studies in .ys tical Reli gion, 56
.
j Idem , n. "°
_
Outspoken assays, Vol. I I, o. 16,
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2. Observable changes*.
3^ Knowledge of itself is inadequate both as prepara-
tion for and as a result of mystical experience. One
cannot know the inn r nature of ultimate reality by any
knowledge except that which includes exnerienr-e. Jones
writes that religion "is a way of living which affects
the whole of life, inner and out-.r, in all its attitudes
end relations • ips . " Much more practical,, specific, /
and definite is bis statement: "The mystical experience
contributes as almost nothing else does toward the task
of building the truer personal life and the better so-
cial order." Still more concrete is his thought that
mystics exhibit" indomitable spirit and energy for
constructive tasks. In another connection he writes
of "the heightened dynamic quality of their lives and
service." ^ Paul discovered an unseen living fo^ce,
ii 5
a new kind of power. In another place he says4
,
"Strength from somewhere is added to the native stock
of endurance." 6 Certainly these Quotations are suf-
ficient to sho?' that mystical experiences do effect
I
'
t
. outer changes.
'
m I The World Y/ithin , n. 30 '
~
4£} : ' Fundamental Ends of Life, o. 86.
• I c ~em
,
i " ri
.
^
The "Inner Lire . n. 180.
St. Paul the hero
, p. 1'fiS.
u Yew S'ucies in L.ystlcal Kei . i q i , o . * 7
<
3. Personal life.
The most important effect of mystical experience
is on the perso"al life. Jeine s finds this the impor-
tant message of Christianity. "It has to do with
living, with making a life, and the central message
of the Gospels is in terms of the purpose and scope
and goal of such a life--that is, its end." 1 With re-
gard to mysticism in general he writes, "A level of
life has been reached which changes all values for a
man and floods all life with power." 1 Other results
which this experience has on personal life are shown
by the quotations: "The constructive mystics have ex-
plored higher levels of life than those on which men
usually live" ^ and "The mystical experience brings an
extraordinary integration, or unifying, of the self, a
flooding of the entire being with joy." Almost exact
in its likeness is the statement, "There is a marked
:
increase in unity and coherence to the personality.
Mystical pe&ce is "inward order, calm, control, confi-
dence, joy, power, blessedness even in the midst of
outward pain, difficulty, loss, defeat, frustration,
and complexity." St. Paul was described as the man
who "had no fear and. • .was full of hope and confidence"
| Fundamental Ends of T.ife~ ~. 47" !
g The Inner Life , p. IE T~
° Idem, p. IPC.
New Stuc. ics in Iv;ys tic& 1 Religion, p. 20
§ Idem p . 47.
St. Paui cne Hero. p. 160
f
and as one who felt happiness and rejoicing." Two other
good quotations from Jones are: Mystical experiences
"minister to life, construct personality, and conduce to
the increased power of the race" and "the whole "being,
heart, will, and mind, is expanded and satisfied" ^ A
good final quotation is : "Genuine mystical experience...
enriches the religious life of men and brings creative
energies for the spiritual tasks of the race."
4. intrinsic worth.
In addition to knowledge and effect on life, mysti-
cal experiences have often been called ends in themselves.
Jones calls this an analogy to the experience of the artist,
because "the lover of beauty feels that the experience of
beauty is itself sufficient without any supplementary
thought of how it can be used for practical purposes." °
The same idea is expressed when he writes, "The mystic
holds religion to be rnend in itself. ° Inge wrote,
"This is the joy that no man can take from us; this is
the faith t hich is the human side of divine grace, an
experiment which is both an experiences a foretaste and
assurance of the rest that remaineth for the people of
7God." The fruits of mysticism are of value unques-
tioned b;7 two of the best students of mysticism.
.
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Chapter IV
Mysticism in Life.
The study of mysticism cannot lead to practical
applications as long as the field of mysticism is an
isolated un.:t totally abstracted from the rest of the
universe. Mysticism is interrelated with religion and
the church and through these interrelations the study
of mysticism can offer practical results. Both Inge
and Jones are interested in religion and consequently
often refer to phases of religion and phases of mysti-
cism which show definite similarities, or other sorts
of relations.
A. Mysticism in Religion.
Inge realizes the shortcomings and difficulties im-
plicit in mystical experience, yet does not cringe from
identifying it with the basis of religion In his state-
ment: "Formless and vague and fleeting as it is, the
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mystical experience is the bedrock of religious faith."
Inge explains this as a result of the change from faith
to sight which may occur during prayer. Prayer offers
a better opportunity for mysticism than any other por-
tion of religious experience. Jones would not have to
offer any explanation at all, for his definition of' re-
ligion contains- the relation without any additional data.
Two definitions of religion from Jones' books are suffi-
cient to justify this point. "Religion is primarily and
at heart, the personal meeting of the soul with God." ^
Mysticism is "religion in its most acute, intense, and
living stage." 3 The last statement is given as the
conclusion of his thesis that live religion demands an
origin in personal consciousness and a develonme t in
experienc e
.
1. Evidence for truth of religion.
If mysticism :: s the foundation of religion, it. Is
important to "now how firm religion can be when built
on a frail foundation. Mystical experience has many •
uncertain characteristics. A chain is said t o De a s
strong as its weakest link. Does the analogy hold to
give proof that religion has an uncertain basis? Inge's
g Outspoken Essays, Vol. I I, p. 14~
* The World Within, p . 21 .
^ Studies in Mystical Religion
,
p. xv.
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statercent which should answer this question seems a
little beside the point. "The primary evidence for
the truth of religion is religious experience, . which in
persons of religious genii us --those whom the church
calls ssints and prophets--includes a clear perception
of an eternal world of truth, beauty, and goodness,
surrounding us and penetrating us at every point." ^ The
first clause gives his hypothesis, the second clause
must be granted by all who live in an era of speciali-
zation where an individual cannot be outstanding in all
fields, but the last statement causes hesitation. The
results of mystical experience have been shown to be
subjective; the experience itself has been shown inef-
fable; is there then a fallacy in the last port of his
reasoning? With, regnrd to accepting the propositions
of the saints and prophets, Inge wrote i 1" another connec-
tion that "there does not seem to be any reason why the
testimony of the mystics should be lers trustworthy than
2that of other specialists. This would be a new
thought for many. Few question the authority of health
specialists, yet religious specialists are often viewed
as if in a class by themselves, not above the class of
laymen** or of .those wholly ind.ifferert to the problems

of religion. It would seem that time spent in study
and experience sbou]d be as valuable in making an
authority for religious problems as for health prob-
lems. One other suggestion in considering the evi-
dence for the truth of religion, though not closely
related to the last remark, is that the truth of re-
ligion 'is tested pragmatically. Inge writer, "A re-
ligion succeeds, not because it is t^ue, but because
it su:ts its worshippers. It may be a superstition
which has enslaved a philosophy." ^ Another siTi?ar
thought is that a religion cannot be evaluated, bv its
roots, but must be considered by its fruits. 2 There
•is little question but that the major it:/ of Christians
use this argument, though not stated in quite so intel-
lectual a form. Fully half of the hymns of the gospel
song books used so much in our churchs to-day embody
this id- a. The fact that religion c:n help is all that
most people c?re. The question of its ultimate validity
remains on the whole a difficult problem for college
students in philosoph" and. those influenced by them.
This idea ivolved seems to me too strong a statement to
be universal. If our hypothesis be given that pragmatism
is the t^st of religion, we* must show that mysticism
| Platonic Tradition in .English Religious ^h -u _h ^. n~! 1 4
.
_
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cloes suit those who practice it. It is practically
impossible to find any who w^re mystics who have aban-
doned their mode of life; this should be sufficient
evidence to justify mysticism pragmatically. That the
mystic never rev-rts to his former ^ ife is mace clear
by Jones. 'Then the conclusion follows the hypothe-
sis, if one is willing to accept the conditions made.
2. Own proof and jus tif icn tion.
If mysticism gives evidence for the truth of re-
ligion, it must be decided whether or not it is its
own proof and justification. Jones says In no uncer-
tain terms, "I believe that mystic 1 experiences do
in the long run expand our knowledge of God and suc-
ceed in verifying themselves." ^ Si ilarly Inge writes
that the mystical life "carries with it its own proof
and justification in the increasing clearness and cer-
tainty" of the truths revealed. Each one believes
that this experience is proven and justified in its
effects on the life of the mystic.
3. Prayer and devotional life.
The redefinition of mysticism, which must take
^ The Late - Periods "of Quake ris , ~. tv,
t Spiritual Energies in Daily Life , o. 156,
° Outspoken Ess nys, Vol . T I , c 14
.
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place in the minds of all who previously thought of
it as an abnormal and pathological experience, pro-
vokes the question concerning how and where mysticism
takes place in the normal religious life. When Inge
described the scorn for mystical living which was common
in the past, he ^oted that as people began to realize
that prayer and devotional life were forms of mysticism,
this scorn began to decrease. One of his definitions of
mysticism, if a comparison which differentiates between
the two terms compared may be called a definition, is";
"Mysticism, is only a further development of a univer-
sal religious practice, that of prayer." ~ Jones con-
siders that obedience to conscience is a normal, al-
most universal, and esrentially mystical act and says,
"There is likewise a mystical element in nrayer, when-
ever it rises to the level of real communion."
4. Only real .religious knowledge.
Not only is mysticism possible evidence for the
truth of religion and an important factor in the reli-
gions life, but it may be considered the only real
religious knowledge. Jones wrote: "'Jo system of know-
1 Lay Thoughts of a Pea
, p. 524.
^ Church in tkc World
, p. 197.
3 Studies i n kystical '/e 11 gicn
,
p.xix.
i
-ob-
ledge can bring to light the inner nature of the Eter-
nal Heart. Only experience will suffice for that." ~
He expresses the very same idea in: "Religion when
it is real, alive f vital, and transforming, is essen-
tially and st bottom a mystical act, a direct response
to an jnner world of spiritual and implicit relation
between the finite and infinite, between the pp.rt and
the whole
.
n * Later on he adds with much conviction
:
"Mysticism has its pitfalls and its limitations, but
this much is sound and true, that the way to know God
is to have inner heart's experience of Hlmj like the
experience of the Son." * It is not the experience
alone which makes up religio", the interpretation of
the experience must be added, "important as the mys-
tical element is, it would be a grave mistake to re-
duce religion tc the bare basis of uninterpreted exper-
ience." ^ Again "This mystical capacity. . .underlies ..
.
both our highest moral and religious attainments. It
is that which has made us moral and religious beings." °
In relating mysticism and religion, Jones warns against
a false definition of mysticism. After stating that
mvs theism n^ed ot be extreme and t ^t extreme forms
of mysticism are not normal, he writes, "If mysticism
^
The .."o " C :.,ithir. n. 3~i
U The Inner I if-:, . : . "- r C-
^
Telcm, n. 69
j New StuGiss~in yst: cal Religio n, pp . 2 2 -S
° Idem, p. 1 ? 5
.
!
were noth' ig but a series of tr-'iiioes or ecstatic sts.te3,
it .vouli surelv be b doubtful asset for r^lirion." •
5. Present tense of religion.
A major criticism of religion, which comes espe-
cially from Jfoung oeople, is that it places all its
stress on oast history. About thi3 id-;--? Jones vrote,
"The mystics have never consented to the view that
the revelation of God is limited to an ancient dis-
pensation or is confined to a 3oo v.. Their primary
ground for1 believing that G-od once spoke throo.-'h nan--
the men who wrote" the Boofc— is their n rm and Intimate
consciousness that the soal is still oracular and that
3-oa
1 speaks now." Later on he distinguishes two main
types of religion; the first is nystical, the second
'consists of a deposit or survival of conceptions or
of practice, carried along because they have become
sacred habits, traditions and customs, or because they
are believed to have a utilitarian value." ^ Mysticism
as the basis of a religion would require that every-
day living is more Important than what occurred two
thousand years ago. Inge tails us that there is
certain irrational element in religion, if knowledge
o
New Studies in rustical Religion
, p. 49
t T^e L --r Periods of ... a- lorism , p. XV
1 d m , p . x x i v
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wgre perfect, religion would not be needed. The best
:
possible c^eed is ^ver grov/ing and changing. An-
other statement not quite so abstract follows: "The
real trend of religion among the younger generation is
away from dogmatic and institutional Christianity,
and towards an individual and personal faith resting
2
not on authority but on experience." Again he defin-
itely states: "Cur religion must be based upon our
own experience, and it ought to be so." As far back
as pseudo-Dionysius nerson?! experience was insisted
upon as the primary essential for religion. Con-
tinuing action is implied in: "Genuine mystical ex-
perience enriches the religious life." Jongs' best
statement of the idea comes in his description of the
experience of the Quaker: "They were no longer hearing
about. Kim and about Kis covenants and dispensations in
past ages; their own hearts were burning as they
drank at That seeded to them the wells of eternal life.'
6. Religious philosophy.
When introducing his definition of mysticism as a
spiritual philosoplTy, Inge wrote, "This kind of philo-
1 Truth and Falsehood j - 1 igion
, p . 111.
2 Labels and Labels
,
p. 42.
3 Personal Idealism and Jviys ticisr:
, p. 21
4 Studies in "-'stical "e] igion
,
p. 112.
5 New Studies in "ystical Religion
,
p. 96*
6 The ua :ers in the American Colonies, p*139.
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sophy may not be in fashion just now; but when we see
what havoc popular subjectivism has made of religious
philosophy, a.-'-d how it has encouraged a recrudescence
of superstition, ?/e may be glad to return to Plato and
his successors. For them, mysticism involves and rests
upon metaphysics." Similar to this is, !, It brings an
intense feelin
c
of relief to many who have been dis-
tressed by being told that religion is bound up with
certain events in antiquity, the historicity of trhidh
it is in some cases difficult to establish; wlti a
cosmology which has been definitely dispcoved; and with
a philosophy which they cannot make their own." Such
discussions might be good material for an oration from
the psychological standpoint, but there is more ques-
tion about their logical Validity as arguments. The
difficulty ultimately resolves itself to the problem of
the adequacy of the pragmatic test of truth. Religious
philosophy is basic; whatever hurts it is ipso facto
wrong. This type of thought is rationalization in sup-
nort of the desired concilusi 6n--without don^t not the
highest type of thought . There is also the added thought
that no individual need accept a thing because others do.
The philosophy which is most coherent with tie truths
1 Philosonhy'"~o f Ploti^'-u s
,
' Vol. T] p' . i
x
2 Qutspo en Essays
,
Vol. I, o. 231.
i
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of the universe is the best philosophy for an intel-
lectual mind.
7. Application to Christianity.
Any discussion of mysticism as the foundation of
religion, in a country where that one religion is su-
preme, could not be complete without its application
to Christianity. Jones wrote, "Primitive Christianity
was mystical at its very be?rt and center. The high-
est revelation which Christ makes is the exhibition of
the fact that God's nature is such, and man's nature
is such, that there can be a true union of Cod and man
in a personal life." * Earlier in the s me book he
discusses the inception of the church in mysticism:
The church itself, th^n, as seen in its simplest con-
ception, is a mystical fellowship, formed and gathered
not by the will of man, nor schemes of flesh and blood,
but by direct revelation from God to the soul. These,
in addition to other quotations already given, bring out
the relations which apply between mysticism and any
religion, of mysticism to Christianity.
Mysticism may have future value as v.rell as part and
present in its relations to Christianity. One of the
Studies in Mystical Religion. UT.m ^ — - 7
^ Idem, o. 7
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big problems to-day for the Christian church is the
antipathy and sectional prejudices among groups of
Christians, which is in opposition to their own
teaching. Inge writes of this and considers reunion
of Christians when he says, "The tide is flowing
towards reunion among all who do not make a principle
and a policy of exclusiveness and monopoly." Follow-
ing this quotation he discussed the propaganda technique
of the soctionists as an evil which could be overcome
by the broader outlook of 1 he mystical attitude.
The value of mysticism to personal religion apa""t
from the organized church, is described by Jones in no
uncertain terms. "Never to have experienced the joy of
personal fellowship with God. is surely to hav^ missed
the richest privilege and the highest beatitude of reli-
gion." ^ jn contrast to this and in spite of its idea
Inge finds that "there are also unmystical types of
religion. " ° There seemed to be no descriptive material
t
which might clarify the meaning of this statement. It
is difficult to think of an unmystical religion^ when
mysticism is the foundation of religion. Con any ir.-ti-
tution stand without a foundation? Certainly such a re-
ligion would be monotonous and uninteresting to people
\ Lab e 1 s a n '- ~I i be 1 s , ~. £3 .
'
2 The 'A or Id vv ithTn7"o. ±y.*~
^ Personal ?eligion am. the Life of --evotio y , x . 31
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of creative minds and con Id not long endure without
fresh springs of mysticism to feed it.
S. Mysticism in other fields.
It would seem at first thought that mystical
experiences came onlj in connection v ith religious
contemplation. Must communion v/ith ultimate realit;/-
lie within the field of organized religion? May not the
osopher be mystical in his conceptions of final truth?
May not the psychologist conceive personality as the
link which may relate the human and the superhuman?
May not the scientist relate the elements which com-
pose the wholes that he is analyzing to form their
portion of the whole coherent universe? May not each
thinker who seeks the unity underlying the universe
be mystical in his thinking?
1. Mysticism is possible in other fields.
The answer to such ouestions seems to be affir-
mative. Certainly some thinking is not mystical, ifl
every field, yet it must be conceded that there is a
possibility of mysticism in eafcsh, of them. Almost
every student of literature remembers that Wordsworth
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poetry has been called i mystical, yet would they classify
his poetry as religious poetry? .Yorkers in other
fields of esthetics probably remember others who
have been called mys ics. Inge's statement along
this line of thought is that "the mystical state
always follows intense mental concentration, and is
not confined to religious contemplation. Poets and
musicians have described similar experien es." 1
2'. Mysticism deeper than religion.
The close relation between the ideas of the g oup
and what the group knows of the religious experiences
of the individual has been discussed. This sug; ests
that in general a religion will advance only os fast
as the ideas and habits of the majority of its adher-
ents. In contrast to this the characteristics of
mysti al experience which have b-en considered show
that it is always active, alive, and changing. By
uniting these opposing elements it would seem that
mysticism n..ed not wait for religion, but may push on
ahead toward new truths about the spirit of the universe.
Then mystical experience may be far in advance of
religious practice.
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3. Valuable testimony.
Outside religion the authority of mystical geni-
uses should be recogni red. People -ho cmnot write
oo' try c an spprcc ^ ^te rr c ^ t Doe : s o^o ^ c who r e ver
could compose mus:"c can enjoy beautiful music ; in the
same way people who are not mystic - 1 themselves should
anoreciate what mystics offer as fcrtlX'V worhty of con-
sideration. Inge wrote in detail on this idea, part
"of which is "The gift of devotion is an endowment
like a taste for music or poetry. In its highest form
it is genius of a certain kind. :1 - In a later essay' he
is writing of the supreme value of the testimony of
mystics when he sa:fs "it is an error to say that what
they have seen and felt is valid only for themselves,
because others cannot share it* It is not thus that
we treat the authority of genius in other subjects." r
He also wrote about his personal feeling of respect for
their authority and the great comfort that knowing of
their experiences gave him in his spiritual life. °
4. The quest of the seeker.
Entirely apart from religion are many people
"~
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searching for the meaning behind things as we see
them. This search for the final meaning of life is
the life purpose of many thinking people. It also
is the purpose of many mysties. Consequently some have
a mystical aim, even though they are not what the
man of the street would call church people. Inge
perhaps thought of this when he v;rote of he world
of ordinary experience and our purpose "to find its
deeper and more spiritual meanings ... that every as-
pect of eta? experience may be exalted and consecrated
together." ^
The Seekers were a sect who emphasized the
search for life's meaning. Some might be called re-
ligious, or they might be considered outside religion,
the division determined by activity in organized religions.
Jones ;rites that the Seeker movement "was at heart
a mystical movement; a genuine spiritual quest for
som.ethi. g deeper than the empty show of religion." 2
In a later book he applies the same term to a modern
group. "The 'seeker' fco-day, as of old, wants fresh
insight, first-hand experience, the demonstration of
the Spirit, a dynamic religion, a way of life that is
transforming and revitalizing, that creates a spiritual
person and builds a new social order in the world."
*
1 The Church in the orld , n. U)2
2 studies in Mystical Religion
,
o. 459.
^ The New uort , ~ 14
.
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5. Mysticism goes beyond science.
The science vs. philosophy discussion could fill
volumes. Here it will be sufficient to state that
Jones finds the causal and mechanical methods of sci-
ence inadequate to Interpret the value of many
facts in the jaiivorse. ,7e must go beyond science to
the mystic for help in learning of the nature and cao-
acitie3 of the soul. ^ This idea, thoo/h intended for
material science alone would orobsbly be extended by
Jones to cover social sciences as well.
G. Dangers of mysticism.
A discussion of mystlcisn in life could not be
complete if it did not oresent both sides of the
oicture. Thus far mysticism has been considered from
the positive side, although one who is not sympathe-
tic with its aims may find quite t bit which he con-
siders harmful. On the negative side there arc-
definite dangers which must be guarded against by the
more conservative religious >orson. To a brief con-
sideration of these dangers the discussion must now
turn.
1 Fundamental 2 ads of Life, p. 90.

1. Reality and certainty.
_y.
The certainty of the mystic has already been
discussed ih the arguments for objectivity. The dan-
ger resulting from this characteristic occurs in the
possibility that such a certainty might be a self-
induced state brought on by the extreme faith of the
mystic. Because mystical o.nerience is subjective,
no adequate argument can be found to prove that re-
ality has been found by the mystic. A person might
feel certain that he has known v/hat is the ultimate
nature of things v/hen in actuality, he has had less
experience of that than a "hard-headed man-of-sci ence
experiences in his everyda;/ work.
2. New religion.
Both Inge and Jones find in mysticism a suffix
cient basis for a religion. One quotation from Jones
is sufficient to express this idea: "if it is true,
I believe, that the Divine and the human are conjunct
then it is further true that the corporate silence is
an admirable preparation for spiritual correspondence
But, in any case, it is beyond question that these
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meetings for worship made those who participatfd in
them feel sure that they had "been meeting and com-
muning with God..." 1 In this connection there are
two types of dangers which would o cur to two types
of individuals. One danger is that mystical experi-
ence, in "be oming a religion would lose some of the
qualities which make it most valuable as experience.
This danger of course does not exist for one who
a-cepts Jones' definition of religion. Inge's defi-
nition of religion as "the most spiritual view of re-
ality that we are able to realize and live by is
easily consistent with mysticism as a religion, but
it is broad enough to cover wider fields than most
people would grant to religion. The other possibility
here is a danger which exists for the narrow Christian.
Many who call themselves Christians believe that un-
less the name of Christ is confessed true religion is
i. possible. Mystical experience would never narrow
itself to such a view; in fact a mystic would probably
hold that Christ hamself, as a supreme mystic, would
not wish his orshiopers to lose the greatness of re-
ligious experience by confining themselves so unduly.
,
«
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3. Illusion.
m The necessity for the element of illusion in mys-
tical experience has already been demonstrated.., Where
ever illusion occurs, there is danger of too great a
departure from reality. On account of this, many do
not .wish to accept as ideal any form of experience
which involves illusion. In answer to their position,
it might be said that every ideal does involve illu-
sion, and it is illusion which helps to show the pos-
s:bility of the ideal in the ugliest practical situa-
tion. Perhaps Jones had this idea in mind v/hen he
wrote, "Mystical religion is always elusive and hard
to catch. It loses its rich flavour and almost its
essence when it is reduced to words in a book. It is
real and full of meaning only when it is expressed
and. revealed in living persons." One more question
might be asked of the author: does not mysticism
expressed in the personality of the mystics involve
even more of the element of illusion on account of
the nature of itsembodiment? The answer expected
would be in the affirmative.
late'" Period" of Cuai.^-'is .
,
c . 5~,
1
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4. Anti-institutional element, '
P A study of present tendencies in religious thought
points toward a swinging of the pendulum away from
authority and toward experience. Inge calls this a
shift in the "center of gravity of religion." 1 This
change in poirt of view not only leads to interest in
mysticism, hut arouses mystical experience as, if not
the only true form, at least the most important form
of religious experience. The .form of Christianity which
withstood the longest test of time is of course opposed
to this shift even though its founders received their
inspiration from this empirical religion. In one sense
institutional
'
religion, on acount of the hypotheses on
which its foundation rests, should fear my ticism, he-
cause the mystical capacity "would in -some measure sur-
vive any disaster which might "sweep away all our codi-
fied laws and existent institutions, even all our sacred
books and creeds and churches." 2 Jones really has an
answer to this very problem in an earlier passage of the
same book. He may not have intended the passage to sug-
gest that mysticism has an institutional possibility,
vet his statement would seem to go even so far as to
I °
Lay Thoughts of a Lcgn , ~.
^ y.e"! Studies in rysticai" religion
, p. 195.
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raake mysticism wholly consistent y/ith an organized
church in somewhat different form from that which
history offers. He wrote, "I maintain that the sol-
itary character of mysticism is not due to the es-
sential nature of it-, but only to the peculiar cir-
cumstances that the type of organization which exis-
ted in the Church forcec it, in the main, to confine
itself to an individualistic form." 1 Yet he soys,
"The vital task... of mysticism. . .has been to call men
away from 'theological systems', however sacred, to •
the fresh and living water to be found in a personal
experience of God." ®
5. Empiricism preferred to scholasticism.
_^
«
The old opposition between scholasticism and
empiricism finds a fertile field by lodging in the
problem of mysticism v_s. ins "itutionalisrr.. Mysticism
in the light of this discussion is modern and opposed
to an olden intellectualistic church. Jones "rites
that "sometimes mysticism has been a protest of :.:an's
spirit against the hardening crust of dogma, and like
a hot lava surging up within it has burst through the
cooled strata of intellectual systems. Sometimes it
p I lev- Studies: in I.'ystical Religion, en. 147-8.
La t e r P
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• - has been a powerful revolt against a more or less rigid-
external ecclesias ticism and then the mystic has stood
b forth the champion of the invisible church. . . x Much
more forceful and radical is the concise thought, 'Hi/hat
we ought to revolt from is traditicnal dogma." Not
as concisely, but with more practical value is his
suggestion: "it "-ould be well for us to reduce the
amount of talk, of words, of rgument, of cmestion-
. asking, reduce also what is formal and. mechanical, find
greatly increase the living, silent, penetrating- cor-
porate activity of worship." *
6. Appeal to youth.
This tendency of mysticism away from the cold anr
formal tov/a-d the warm and living forms of religion
finds strong favor with young people. Herein _ lies a
danger to established religion. This thought must be
met by the question of whether or not the new is a
better or higher form, worthy of replacing the estab-
lished forms of religion. This has already be-^-n an-
swered by our interpreters of mysticism in its self-
justification and intrinsic worth.
| j- Fundamental .nor: of l ife, o~, 88.
^
New S t uci :i ? p- i n Ly s~tT'- a ~> 1\ ^ a < ji on , n . :<-:."
5 The New '..uest, n. 121 .
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7. Quietism.
With mysticism comes the danger of Quietism.
Inge defines and discusses it in three short sentences;
"Mysticism is always in danger of relapsing into Qui-
etism. It is only when collective inspiration is
fresh aid glowing that the mystic dreams of converting
the world. . .Quietism springs from despair of unaided
human nature, combined with unbounded confidence in
the power of supernatural grace... It is never far from
the mystics of the Neoplatonic type, for ;;hom the
highest devotion is the prayer of qui t, when no words
are uttered, and the self seems lor a time to have been
utterly submerged or transcended." * This danger would
seem to be met by keeping the ideal high, yet having
the needs of the everyday world always in view.
8. Antinomianism.
There seems to be an important question among
students of mysticism as to whether or not antinomian-
ism is a danger which arises in connection i ith mys-
ticism. Two statements Inge, which hen first read
seem contradictory, really suggest the real nature of
* The Uhurch in the CTorTcTFP PST^S
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the problem* On the one hand, he savs, M i think we
may el air* that the r -iigious philosophy of the mystics
^ivoo us a, practical standard of right and wrong,
while it r<#»oves some formidable stumbling-blocks fro..:
our path as Christian believers. It does not solve
tie religious problem of evil, nor does it pretend to
do so." ^ In direct contrast to the positive tone of
that is: "The danger of anfcinonianiam is never far off
fr-j.u Mysticism. • .B»t the lives of the greater mystics
Will scar the most rigorous inspection." * Uniting
t « two statements it would see; .; that mystieiani offers
either possibility, but that the finest r_:~stie3 are
careful ef their everyday livi rig* and that the fate
of the group —ay safely ru.it in the actions of its
leaders is encouraging when o-.e considers the resoo .si-
bility v.r ~ich th s church under its present organization
places upon a few individuals. Inge stresses the su-
preme value of specialists in the spiritual life and
writes, "The saints are our masters in the spiritual
life. Tne;y :ave tne sai.-ie ::i-id of authority in their
o./.. spaeres that trie great poets mid musieiana have in
theirs.. The conclusion see^s to be that antino^-ian
is:., is a possible dang ex' >v..n , inust be guarded against.
o
P tf^ 90, 'ai Idealism, ana r'yotlcis;..
,
p . 185
.
t Perso al Reli^ioa and bag Life of Devjotion
,
p. 31.
° Religion ana Life, .6.
(I
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Conclusion
.
Willis* Ralph luge and Rufuc Matthew Jones were
chosen as two of the best living students of the nhilo-
so^"^ 7 of r.ys ^icisr .' On the w'eole their interpretations
of Kjstlelsn are closely allied although -any differen-
ces have been <:oted during the progress of this thesis
and many others have oecn in-plied by the quotations
_iven. Inge is much "iore definite in his egression
cue to his technical vocabulary and scholar, tic :ethod
of writing. Jone-j ".rites in a language easily Cv^r- re-
hens i'ole to who would be incex-e^"ced in his jrork, arwk.
with ideas '.veil enough formed to oe of practical value
to the average religions worker. The total lack of
dogma and creed- of the ^uaker sect shows itself as part
of Jones' background, whereas Inge is nore confined by
the organization and forr-aiity of the Church of England.
Fundamentally tee ide is of the two ^'nilosophers are very
nuch alike and the corr-osite is a defi- ite co --tribution
to a contemporary study o~~ the value of nystical experience
II
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Mysticism is always some form of personal experience
with the ultimate power of the universe. The experience
is much the same wherever it occurs and is usually pre-
pared for by exercising great diligence in striving to
overcome difficulties which arise, by believing in its
value as of higher worth than worldly life, and by deep
meditation on the ultimate source of meaning and value in
the universe, uninterrupted by minor details of living.
The experience itself cannot be described, yet is a normal
and true form of life. Because of its intellectual and
otherworldly form, there arises an element of illusion
if the mystic tries to explain his experiences. The
mystical experience is primarily personal, and of itself
is valuable to the mystic; in addition it changes his
entire life to a noticeable extent.
Mystical experience is not only its own proof, but
it serves as the onl^ real evidence for the truth of
religion. Religion is kept alive and true to its fun-
damental principles by mystical experience. Mysticism
may go beyond religion and beyond science, thus giving
valuable testimony to those who seek personal discovery
of final truth. It offers many dangers, but these may
be guarded against by taking' proper precautions.
ry"1
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Jor.es finds the real test to -jq "the value of the
experience". * In answer to nia own test for mysticism,
he says, "There can, I think, be little question that
the mystical basis of religion fits oetter than any
other with what we know of the verified facts of life."
I
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